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Divide and Conquer (Infinity Ring, Book 2)
The adventures of Desperaux Tilling, a small mouse of unusual talents, the princess that he loves, the servant girl who
longs to be a princess, and a devious rat determined to bring them all to ruin.

Malcolm at Midnight
When ten-year-old orphan Peter Augustus Duchene encounters a fortune teller in the marketplace one day and she tells
him that his sister, who is presumed dead, is in fact alive, he embarks on a remarkable series of adventures as he
desperately tries to find her.

The Magician's Elephant
From two-time Newbery Medalist Kate DiCamillo comes a story of discovering who you are — and deciding who you want to
be. When Louisiana Elefante’s granny wakes her up in the middle of the night to tell her that the day of reckoning has
arrived and they have to leave home immediately, Louisiana isn’t overly worried. After all, Granny has many middle-of-thenight ideas. But this time, things are different. This time, Granny intends for them never to return. Separated from her best
friends, Raymie and Beverly, Louisiana struggles to oppose the winds of fate (and Granny) and find a way home. But as
Louisiana’s life becomes entwined with the lives of the people of a small Georgia town — including a surly motel owner, a
walrus-like minister, and a mysterious boy with a crow on his shoulder — she starts to worry that she is destined only for
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good-byes. (Which could be due to the curse on Louisiana's and Granny’s heads. But that is a story for another time.) Called
“one of DiCamillo’s most singular and arresting creations” by The New York Times Book Review, the heartbreakingly
irresistible Louisiana Elefante was introduced to readers in Raymie Nightingale — and now, with humor and tenderness,
Kate DiCamillo returns to tell her story.

33 Snowfish
A graphic-novel version of the new animated movie from Universal Studios follows the adventures of Despereaux Tilling the
mouse and his two associates, Roscuro the rat and Miggery Sow, who happen upon a journey together to a castle where
their destiny awaits. Simultaneous. 70,000 first printing.

Abe Lincoln's Hat
In this whimsical, original folktale, written and illustrated throughout in vibrant full color by two celebrated masters of
modern fantasy, a young girl's journey becomes an enchanting coming-of-age story about magic, friendship, and the
courage to shape one's own destiny. Lillian Kindred spends her days exploring the Tanglewood Forest, a magical, rolling
wilderness that she imagines to be full of fairies. The trouble is, Lillian has never seen a wisp of magic in her hills--until the
day the cats of the forest save her life by transforming her into a kitten. Now she must set out on a perilous adventure that
will lead her through untamed lands of fabled creates--from Old Mother Possum to the fearsome Bear People--to find a way
to make things right.

The Tale of Despereaux Student Packet
Despereaux Tilling is banished from his mouse colony for unmouselike behavior, but that is only the beginning of his
adventures with the castle's sinister rats and with the lovely Princess Pea.

Because of Winn-Dixie by Kate DiCamillo
Forging an instant bond with spaghetti-loving horse Maybelline, horseless cowboy Leroy Ninker inadvertently risks eternal
loneliness when he forgets a vital third rule about Maybelline's care.

Because of Winn-Dixie
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A teaching guide for the popular novel offers sample lesson plans, biographical information, vocabulary lists, research
ideas, and pre- and post-reading activities.

Beverly, Right Here
A boy finds a mysterious treasure in a junkpile and creates a monster to guard it.

The Tale of Despereaux
Just before Christmas, when Frances sees a sad-eyed organ grinder and his monkey performing near her apartment, she
cannot stop thinking about them, wondering where they go at night, and wishing she could do something to help.

The Tiger Rising
A wonderful animal adventure from master storyteller, Dick King-Smith. Flora was born on the first day of term in the new
school year, which might be why she's a very special mouse indeed - a mouse who has taught herself to read! Flora lives in
a classroom, and is determined to learn all sorts of things that no mouse has ever learned before. Her family is horrified at
first, but then Flora's reading saves their lives

Mr. and Mrs. God in the Creation Kitchen
The New York Times bestselling multi-platform series returns in paperback! Dak, Sera, and Riq are in over their heads when
they attempt to stop a Viking invasion! Hundreds of ships carrying thousands of warriors are laying siege to medieval Paris.
And Dak is on the wrong side, captured and forced to work alongside the Vikings while Sera and Riq defend Paris from
within. No matter which side wins, the kids lose!

The Tale of Despereaux
The perfect companion to Kate DiCamillo’s "Tale of Despereaux ," this study guide contains a chapter by chapter analysis of
the book, a summary of the plot, and a guide to major characters and themes. BookCapTM Study Guides do not contain text
from the actual book, and are not meant to be purchased as alternatives to reading the book. We all need refreshers every
now and then. Whether you are a student trying to cram for that big final, or someone just trying to understand a book
more, BookCaps can help. We are a small, but growing company, and are adding titles every month.
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A Guide for Using the Tale of Despereaux in the Classroom
Philippa Fisher reunites with her spunky fairy godsister in a sparkling new adventure from the creator of Emily Windsnap.
(Ages 8-12) Philippa Fisher is trying to have a good time on vacation with her parents, but she’s feeling lonely. When she
meets Robyn, a girl with sad eyes and a strict father, she enjoys the company, but can’t help wondering what Robyn and
her dad might be hiding. Meanwhile, Daisy, Philippa’s best friend (and fairy godsister), sneaks into her former charge’s
room for a visit, but now has a furtive new mission and must dash away. Philippa longs to uncover the reasons behind her
friends’ odd behavior, but friendships can be tricky when there are secrets -- and unexpected danger -- involved! Bestselling author Liz Kessler is back with a sympathetic story about navigating between old friends and new, a tale full of
mystery, whimsy, and all the magic tween readers could wish for.

No Ordinary Mouse
Three mice brothers ignoring the class system separating the four clans of rodents in their farmhouse, befriend a lower
class mouse and form a team to fight cats.

The Mouse and the Princess
In a very special kitchen, Mr. and Mrs. God cook up the planet Earth and some creatures to live there.

The Cats of Tanglewood Forest
Revisiting once again the world of Raymie Nightingale, two-time Newbery Medalist Kate DiCamillo turns her focus to the
tough-talking, inescapably tenderhearted Beverly. Beverly put her foot down on the gas. They went faster still. This was
what Beverly wanted — what she always wanted. To get away. To get away as fast as she could. To stay away. Beverly
Tapinski has run away from home plenty of times, but that was when she was just a kid. By now, she figures, it’s not
running away. It’s leaving. Determined to make it on her own, Beverly finds a job and a place to live and tries to forget
about her dog, Buddy, now buried underneath the orange trees back home; her friend Raymie, whom she left without a
word; and her mom, Rhonda, who has never cared about anyone but herself. Beverly doesn’t want to depend on anyone,
and she definitely doesn’t want anyone to depend on her. But despite her best efforts, she can’t help forming connections
with the people around her — and gradually, she learns to see herself through their eyes. In a touching, funny, and fearless
conclusion to her sequence of novels about the beloved Three Rancheros, #1 New York Times best-selling author Kate
DiCamillo tells the story of a character who will break your heart and put it back together again.
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The Tale of Despereaux
Despereaux Tilling, a most unusual mouse, is banished from his colony after he talks to the lovely Princess Pea, and when
the princess is kidnapped by rats, he sets off to rescue her.

3 Adventures on Deckawoo Drive
Presents the adventures of Desperaux Tilling, a small mouse of unusual talents, the princess that he loves, the servant girl
who longs to be a princess, and a devious rat determined to bring them all to ruin.

The Tale of Despereaux
Despereaux Tilling is banished from his mouse colony because of his unusual talents and his fondness for reading, but that
is only the beginning of his adventures with the castle's sinister rats and with the lovely Princess Pea.

Flora & Ulysses
Malcolm, a smaller than average-sized rat, loves his life at McKenna School and the secret society of classroom pets that
keep children out of trouble, but when Aggy the iguana disappears Malcolm must use all of his ratty persistence to prove
his innocence and save her. 30,000 first printing.

Raymie Nightingale
As summertime approaches, Scaredy Squirrel, who only feels safe when he is at home in his nut tree, decides to build his
own beach getaway complete with a germ-free inflatable pool and a plastic flamingo until the lure of the real beach gets too
strong.

Three Terrible Trins
Kazu Kibuishi's enchanting series about two ordinary children on a life-or-death mission continues! In the third installment
of the thrilling Amulet series, Emily, Navin, and their crew of resistance fighters charter an airship and set off in search of
the lost city of Cielis, which is believed to be located on an island high above the clouds. The mysterious Leon Redbeard is
their guide, and there's a surprising new addition to the crew: the Elf King's son, Trellis. But is he ally or enemy? And will
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Emily ever be able to trust the voice of the Amulet?

A Hero's Quest
Despereaux Tilling is banished from his mouse colony because of his unusual talents and his fondness for reading, but that
is only the beginning of his adventures with the castle's sinister rats and with the lovely Princess Pea.

The Tale of Desperaux Lit Link Gr. 4-6
Winner of the Newbery Medal 2004This is the story of Despereaux Tilling, a mouse in love with music, stories, and a
princess named Pea. It is also the story of a rat called Roscuro, who lives in darkness but covets a world filled with light. And
it is the story of Miggery Sow, a slow-witted serving girl with a simple, impossible wish. These characters are about to
embark on a journey that will lead them down into a horrible dungeon, up into a glittering castle, and ultimately, into eac
other's lives.

The Tale of Despereaux
High Quality Content by WIKIPEDIA articles! The Tale of Despereaux, also known as The Tale of Despereaux: Being the Story
of a Mouse, a Princess, Some Soup, and a Spool of Thread is a 2004 Newbery Medal winning fantasy book written by Kate
DiCamillo. The main plot follows the adventures of a mouse named Despereaux, who sets out on his quest to rescue a
beautiful human princess. The book was adapted into an animated film in 2008. The novel is divided into four books and a
coda. Each book tells the story from the perspective of a different character: Despereaux, Roscuro, Miggery Sow, and all
together.

Bink & Gollie
Raymie Clarke has come to realize that everything, absolutely everything, depends on her. And she has a plan. If Raymie
can win the Little Miss Central Florida Tire competition, then her father, who left town two days ago with a dental hygienist,
will see Raymie's picture in the paper and (maybe) come home. But as the competition approaches, loneliness, loss, and
unanswerable questions draw Raymie and some of the other contestants into an unlikely friendship and challenge each of
them to come to the rescue in unexpected ways.

Great Joy
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A classic tale by Newbery Medalist Kate DiCamillo, America's beloved storyteller. One summer’s day, ten-year-old India Opal
Buloni goes down to the local supermarket for some groceries – and comes home with a dog. But Winn-Dixie is no ordinary
dog. It’s because of Winn-Dixie that Opal begins to make friends. And it’s because of Winn-Dixie that she finally dares to ask
her father about her mother, who left when Opal was three. In fact, as Opal admits, just about everything that happens that
summer is because of Winn-Dixie. Featuring a new cover illustration by E. B. Lewis and an excerpt of Kate DiCamillo's
newest novel, Raymie Nightingale.

The Tale of Despereaux
Two roller-skating best friends--one tiny, one tall--share three comical adventures involving outrageously bright socks, an
impromptu trek to the Andes, and a most unlikely marvelous companion.

Paradise Cove
"Adam Rapp’s brilliant and haunting story will break your heart. But then his words will mend it. . . . Absolutely
unforgettable." – Michael Cart On the run in a stolen car with a kidnapped baby in tow, Custis, Curl, and Boobie are three
young people with deeply troubled pasts and bleak futures. As they struggle to find a new life for themselves, it becomes
painfully clear that none of them will ever be able to leave the past behind. Yet for one, redemption is waiting in the
unlikeliest of places. With the raw language of the street and lyrical, stream-of-consciousness prose, Adam Rapp hurtles the
reader into a world of lost children, a world that is not for the faint of heart. Gripping, disturbing, and starkly illuminating,
his hypnotic narration captures the voices of two damaged souls - a third speaks only through drawings - to tell a story of
alienation, deprivation, and ultimately, the saving power of compassion.

The Story of Frog Belly Rat Bone
A National Book Award finalist by Newbery Medalist Kate DiCamillo. Walking through the misty Florida woods one morning,
twelve-year-old Rob Horton is stunned to encounter a tiger—a real-life, very large tiger—pacing back and forth in a cage.
What’s more, on the same extraordinary day, he meets Sistine Bailey, a girl who shows her feelings as readily as Rob hides
his. As they learn to trust each other, and ultimately, to be friends, Rob and Sistine prove that some things—like memories,
and heartache, and tigers—can’t be locked up forever. Featuring a new cover illustration by Stephen Walton and an excerpt
of Kate DiCamillo's newest novel, Raymie Nightingale.

The Tale of Despereaux
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A brave mouse, a covetous rat, a wishful serving girl, and a princess named Pea come together in Kate DiCamillo's Newbery
Medal–winning tale. Welcome to the story of Despereaux Tilling, a mouse who is in love with music, stories, and a princess
named Pea. It is also the story of a rat called Roscuro, who lives in the darkness and covets a world filled with light. And it is
the story of Miggery Sow, a slow-witted serving girl who harbors a simple, impossible wish. These three characters are
about to embark on a journey that will lead them down into a horrible dungeon, up into a glittering castle, and, ultimately,
into each other's lives. What happens then? As Kate DiCamillo would say: Reader, it is your destiny to find out. With blackand-white illustrations and a refreshed cover by Timothy Basil Ering.

Scaredy Squirrel at the Beach
Debbie is wishing something would happen. Something good. To her. Soon. In the meantime, Debbie loses a necklace and
finds a necklace (and boy does the necklace have a story to tell), she goes jeans shopping with her mother (an
accomplishment in diplomacy), she learns to drive shift in a truck (illegally), she saves a life (directly connected to being
able to drive, thus proving something), she takes a bus ride to another town (in order to understand what it feels like to be
from "elsewhere"), she meets a boy (who truly is from "elsewhere"), but mostly she hangs out with her friends: Patty,
Hector, Lenny, and Phil. Their paths cross. Their stories crisscross. And in Lynne Rae Perkins's remarkable book, a girl and
her wish grow up. Illustrated throughout with black–and–white pictures, comics, and photographs by the author. Ages 10+

Louisiana's Way Home
A Literature Kit. A story of a special mouse who is on a dangerous quest to rescue a princess. Despereaux falls in love with
the princess even though mice and humans are not supposed to. Caught, Despereaux is sentenced to the dungeon,
however he escapes and goes looking for his beloved princess. The princess, however, has already been tricked and has
been taken to the dungeon. Despereaux must save his love, and together with the help of his friends, eventually rescues
her. As his quest comes to a close, Despereaux realizes that he still cannot marry the princess, however they become
friends. The story ends with the king, the princess, and Despereaux eating a feast and living happily together forever.

The Schoolmouse
Criss Cross
How do you remember things? President Abraham Lincoln used a special trick -- he placed reminders under his top hat!
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Read all about it and more in this leveled reader perfect for President's Day and for anyone looking to discover fun facts
about one of our nation's greatest presidents! This Step 3 History Reader shares some fascinating anecdotes about
Abraham Lincoln, one of our greatest presidents. Abe started out in life as an absent-minded frontier lawyer. How did he
nudge his memory? He stuck letters, court notes, contracts, and even his checkbook in his trademark top hat. When he took
off his hat, it was all there! Young readers will be utterly engaged with how Abe's humanity comes across in this accessible,
easy-to-read book. Step 3 Readers feature engaging characters in easy-to-follow plots about popular topics. These books
are for children who are ready to read on their own.

Leroy Ninker Saddles Up
From the USA Today bestselling "master of witty banter" (Entertainment Weekly) comes a hilarious and heartwarming
romance about a big city doctor who never expected to find the man of her dreams in the tiny town of Matchmaker Bay. Dr.
Nora Walsh has just been dumped in spectacular fashion, making it the perfect time for a major life change. She figures
taking over the medical practice in tiny Matchmaker Bay for a couple of years will help her get over her broken heart, and
then she can head back to the big city. But when the first man she sees looks like a superhero god, she wonders if maybe
there's something to small-town living after all. Jake Ramsey also has a broken heart -- one he never expects to heal. He
doesn't need people anyway and is content hiding out in his secluded cottage on the beach. But after helping Nora with a
medical emergency, he finds himself opening up to the witty, warmhearted doctor. Soon the local matchmakers are working
overtime to pair them off, and Jake begins to wonder if his campaign to get Nora to stay is for the town or because he can't
bear the thought of her leaving.

Tale of Despereaux (Study Guide)
Winner of the 2014 Newbery Medal Holy unanticipated occurrences! A cynic meets an unlikely superhero in a genrebreaking new novel by master storyteller Kate DiCamillo. It begins, as the best superhero stories do, with a tragic accident
that has unexpected consequences. The squirrel never saw the vacuum cleaner coming, but self-described cynic Flora Belle
Buckman, who has read every issue of the comic book Terrible Things Can Happen to You!, is just the right person to step in
and save him. What neither can predict is that Ulysses (the squirrel) has been born anew, with powers of strength, flight,
and misspelled poetry — and that Flora will be changed too, as she discovers the possibility of hope and the promise of a
capacious heart. From #1 New York Times best-selling author Kate DiCamillo comes a laugh-out-loud story filled with
eccentric, endearing characters and featuring an exciting new format — a novel interspersed with comic-style graphic
sequences and full-page illustrations, all rendered in black-and-white by up-and-coming artist K. G. Campbell.
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The Cloud Searchers (Amulet #3)
The first three tales of Kate DiCamillo’s hilarious and heartfelt Deckawoo Drive series are collected in a convenient,
affordable bind-up. Dive into a spin-off series starring favorite characters from Kate DiCamillo’s New York Times best-selling
Mercy Watson books. Whether it’s bumbling cowboy Leroy Ninker getting his first horse, Animal Control Officer Francine
Poulet wrangling raccoons, or sweet Baby Lincoln striking out on her own, the characters of Deckawoo Drive are sure to
enchant early readers. Included are: Leroy Ninker Saddles Up Francine Poulet Meets the Ghost Raccoon Where Are You
Going, Baby Lincoln?

Philippa Fisher and the Dream-Maker's Daughter
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